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What does Resurrection look like? 

Isaiah 65:17-29; Luke 12:1-12 

 

Por los últimos diez años de me vida, he trabajado en accesar la sabiduría de mi 

cuerpo. Hasta diez años atrás ni sabía que mi cuerpo tenía sabiduría. Pensaba que la 

sabiduría venía de nuestros cerebros, no nuestros cuerpos. Lo que me han ayudado a 

darme cuenta de esta realidad han sido las formas de sanidad ofrecidas por nuestro 

Centro de Bienestar.  

 For the last ten years of my life, I’ve been working on accessing the wisdom of 

my body. Until ten years ago I didn’t even know my body had wisdom. I thought wisdom 

was associated with brains, not bodies. It has been the kinds of healing arts that 

Immanuel’s Center for Healing offers that has moved me as far as I have gone on this 

journey.  

Todavía lucho para escuchar a la sabiduría de mi cuerpo; pero por lo menos 

ahora sé que está allí. Ahora entiendo que las emociones tienen residencia en nuestros 

cuerpos físicos – no solo flotan en el aire alrededor. Todavía lucho para confiar en mi 

intuición cuando mi cerebro está sugeriendo otra cosa al mismo tiempo. 

I still struggle to listen to my body’s wisdom; but at least now I know it’s there. I 

now know that emotions actually take up residence in our physical bodies – they don’t 

just float around in the air. Intuition is a form of knowing that resides in our bodies. I still 

struggle to trust my intuition over what my brain suggests at the same time. 

¿Qué tiene que ver la sabiduría del cuerpo con el Domingo de Resurrección? 

Bueno, la resurrección tiene todo que ver con el cuerpo. No importa cómo lees la biblia, 

no hay manera de concluir que la biblia habla de la resurrección en otros términos que 

corporales. Claro, el cuerpo se refiere en las escrituras cristianas no solo a individuos 

sino también a comunidades; pero aún allí, la metáfora empieza con nuestros cuerpos 

físicos. 

What does body wisdom have to do with Easter? Well, Easter is all about the body. 

No matter what kind of theological calisthenics you do, there is no way to conclude that the 

Bible talks about resurrection in any terms other than bodily ones. Of course, body is used in 

the Christian Scriptures to describe communities as well as individuals; but even there, the 

metaphor starts with our physical bodies.  

Me pregunto 

I wonder how many of us have actually allowed our bodies to weigh in on the 

resurrection. I wonder how many of us even have a category for doing that. Our doubts about 

Easter mostly come from our brains. What might our bodies know about resurrection that our 

brains simply can’t fathom? This morning we have tried to get Easter into our bodies – with a 

drama, with a call to worship in the form of body movement, and with stories we’ll be 

hearing in a few moments.  

So we’re asking the question, “What does resurrection look like?” That may seem 

like a down-the-road question to some of you. You’re still wondering, “Does resurrection 

really happen?” Let me propose that we might get some data for that question by listening 

to our bodies, and by examining the biblical story around what resurrection looks like. How 

did the disciples – male and female – react to the resurrected Jesus? One thought he was a 

gardener until he called her by name; in today’s drama, Peter recognized the laughter but 

not the face; the gathered disciples were surprised to see Jesus in a room without having 

walked in the door; two experienced him as a stranger until he broke bread. So the disciples 

experienced the resurrected Jesus as being a body, but certainly not what they were used to.   

In today’s readings we discover that the church has reached out beyond the 
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Gospel stories to the text from Isaiah 65, apparently believing that it offers another image 

of what resurrection looks like. Here, resurrection isn’t just something that happened to 

Jesus. It happens to the whole world. It happens to individuals and to communities. It 

happens on earth and it happens in heaven. It happens to people and to animals. It 

happens to young and to old, to trees and to vineyards, to landlords and to laborers. All of 

those are forms of bodily existence that are touched by resurrection. 

In fact, the Jewish understanding of resurrection was more commonly an earthly one 

than a heavenly one, general rather than particular. The Jewish hope of resurrection isn't on 

a person-by-person basis. They hoped for a general resurrection of all the just on the last 

day. Maybe that’s why the women's story seemed an idle tale to the other apostles. 

Resurrection of one person before the end-time doesn't make sense to them. Oscar Romero’s 

comment in a homily about the possibility of his own death is actually much closer to the 

Jewish understanding of resurrection, and therefore, what the disciples might have been 

expecting. He said, “I do not believe in death without resurrection. If they kill me, I will rise 

in the Salvadoran people." Who knows but that the Gospel stories are precisely that: storied 

versions of the fact that the Jesus movement continued after his death in the body of his 

followers even more powerfully than when he was alive. That continues to be true today.   

Close your eyes and imagine resurrection morn as follows: The women rushing 

around in the early morning, Peter scratching his head staring at empty grave-clothes: 

this was not part of the plan. They had thought Jesus’ language about his own dying, and 

rising again, to be a dark metaphor. They had not reckoned with it being literal, or with 

the battle being waged against the last enemy, death itself. They were going to have to get 

used to living in a present that was shot through with God’s future, a world in which the 

continuing disjointedness of creation was to be seen as out of date, waiting to be brought 

into line with the future which had already begun to happen. (N.T. Wright, Luke for 

Everyone, pp. 288-291, Twelve Months of Sundays, pp. 54-55.) 

 This doesn’t have to be a downer for those who have dreamed of heaven as a place to 

go after death with streets paved in gold. Death continues to be a mystery for us. If we allow 

hope to continue to be a gift from God whose content can’t be fully known beforehand, we 

can confidently hold on to the faith and hope that God has a great future planned for all of 

creation, including us. How that will unfold remains a mystery. But hints of human societies 

that overcome infant mortality, of economies where workers receive living wages, and of 

wilderness where “the wolf and the lamb shall feed together, the lion shall eat straw like the 

ox” are as legitimate biblically as visions of heaven with streets paved in gold. 

 And they offer us hope for transformation here on earth. Given the way people hold 

on to the past, it is a miracle that new relationships can bridge old enmities: sometimes we’re 

wolves and sometimes we’re lambs; all too often we’re individualists and despoilers of earth. 

There is a time for confession in each manifestation. My inner wolf is ravenous. My inner 

lamb is a perpetual victim. My self is far more central to my life than your self. My 

gluttonous rape of resources is an unreconstructed pity. No amount of expectation will 

prepare us for such a breakthrough of vision into reality - it still comes as a surprise; a vision 

resurrected is transformative. (Based on Wesley White’s Kairos Comotion) 

 I want you to meet two people who have experienced an earthly resurrection, and 

are responding to it by working to bring about the image of Isaiah 65. Jean-Robert Cadet 

and Sarah Miles are two of our contemporaries whose stories show us what it can look 

like. Let us listen to their stories. Tony first, then Helia do their monologues. 
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On some mountains vineyards are planted. On some feasts are thrown. Here no hurt is 

done, even with wolves and lambs together. Given the way people injure creation, it is a 

miracle that anything still grows. Gaia is not pleased. Given the way people injure one 

another, it is a miracle that any feasts are possible. Feuds persist. Given the way people 

hold on to the past, it is a miracle that new relationship can bridge old enmities. 

Sometimes a wolf and sometimes a lamb, all too often an individualist and despoiler of 

earth, there is a time for confession that in each manifestation I face a stuckness I am not 

able to get past. My wolf is ravenous. My lamb, a perpetual victim. My self is far more 

central to life than yours. My gluttonous rape of resources, an unreconstructed pity.  

 

The need for Isaiah's imagery is as real as it is seemingly so far off. No amount of betrayal 

will interrupt the promise. No amount of expectation will prepare us for a breakthrough of 

vision into reality - it still comes as a surprise, a vision resurrected is transformative. 

Wesley White Kairos Comotion 

 

Why did Jesus come into the world? The first thing out of Jesus’ mouth when he started 

his ministry is “I have come to declare the kingdom of God is at hand.” All of his parables 

are about the kingdom of God. When he told his disciples how to pray he said, “Pray for 

the kingdom. That’s why Jesus came, to create transformed people who in turn will live in 

a transformed world. We get a good view of that world in the 65th chapter of Isaiah. The 

kingdom of God, the New Jerusalem, the new society that God wants to create, will be 

marked by justice. It will be justice in this sense: everybody will have a decent house to 

live in, everybody will have a good job and have a good opportunity to earn a decent 

living in the vineyards of this world, children will not die in infancy, old people will live 

out their lives in perfect health and not have to worry about who’s going to take care of 

them. It says when boys and girls are growing up, parents aren’t going to worry that their 

sons and daughters are going to end, “in calamity.” Girls getting pregnant before their 

time and boys being blown away in gang warfare. It even ends on an environmental note. 

It says when the Kingdom comes people will not hurt the Earth any more. It’s all there. 

It’s all there. Now, the question that has to be raised is what makes people of faith so 

different than people who aren’t religious when it comes to social justice? I have a lot of 

secularist friends who are very, very committed to social justice. What makes religious 

people different? Well, there are a couple of things. First of all, we’re motivated by 

biblical imperatives. We read the Bible. I don’t know whether you realize this, but there 

are over two thousand verses of Scripture that call upon us to stand up for the poor, to feed 

the poor, to bring justice to the poor. Two thousand verses that really direct us to concern 
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ourselves with the poor. You know it bothers me because churches invest in stained-glass 

windows and organs and carpets and all kinds of stuff. They don’t understand that the 

Bible primarily says none of this means anything if you haven’t committed yourself to the 

poor. The Bible deals with the poor over and over again. Beyond that, the word 

“righteousness” in the Scripture. If you were a Greek scholar you would know that that 

word which was translated “righteousness” could better translated “justice.” Blessed are 

they who hunger and thirst for justice. That’s what Jesus said because they are the ones 

who are going to live satisfied and fulfilling lives. The Bible just overwhelms us with all 

of this stuff about justice, about helping the poor, about standing up for the oppressed, 

about being a voice for those who have no voice. And I’ve got to tell you this: if you think 

that being religious, being Christian, being spiritual is getting ready for the next world, 

you’ve missed the message of Jesus. Jesus didn’t come here to get you ready for the next 

world, he came into this world to transform you into people through whom he could do his 

work in this world.��The second thing, of course, is prayer. We not only are into the 

Bible, but we are also into praying. We pray in the Scriptures for empowerment. We pray 

for inspiration. I myself start off every day by getting down on my knees and in the early 

morning I don’t say anything to God. I don’t say a word. I just center down on Jesus. I say 

his name over and over and over again because, as my good friend Bill Gaither says, there 

is something about that name. It drives back the dark spirit. It creates what the Celtic 

Christians called a “thin place.” And in the quietude and in the stillness of the morning, 

not asking God for anything, I simply surrender and wait for the spirit of God to invade 

me. To be Christian is not just to believe in Jesus, but to allow Jesus to invade you, to 

penetrate your being, to saturate your personality until you begin to think like God. That’s 

a strange thing to say, but being a Christian is having this mind in us as the Scripture 

which was also in Christ Jesus, our Lord. That means that the things that outraged Jesus, 

outrage you. You are as upset by the things that are going wrong in this world as Jesus 

himself was and is. Jesus weeps, Jesus cries.��When Katrina took place, he was the first 

one who wept. He was the first one who cried. He was the one who was outraged because 

we didn’t build levees strong enough to hold back a hurricane force wind. He was the one 

who was outraged by the fact that there was so much poverty in New Orleans. To be 

Christian just isn’t just to believe in Jesus, it’s to allow Jesus to invade you, to change 

your emotions, your feelings, your thinking. That’s what prayer is all about. Prayer is 

surrendering to Christ so that Christ can transform you into his likeness, to be transformed 

into his thinking.��But there is another factor I want to bring up and that is this: when 

we come to being people of faith, we have to recognize that the great social reformers of 

history have tended to be people of faith. John Wesley. I mean his revivals so transformed 

England spiritually that Henry Steele Commager, the great historian says, “England never 

had to go through the upset of a French Revolution. The revolution took place spiritually 

and then socially because people were changed by the spirit of God.” And they got rid of 

the abuses of the time. Child labor would have never ended had it not been for the 

Wesleyan revivals. One of his followers, Wilberforce, the same thing. Wilberforce ended 

slavery. He was the member of Parliament that pushed for an end to slavery and he did 

that for year after year after year inspired by prayer, empowered by Scripture, believing 

what the Bible says that in Christ there is neither Jew nor Greek, bonded nor free, 

Scythian nor Barbarian, but all people are equal. These great people like Martin Luther 

King, like Wilberforce, and most of all for me, Charles Finney, in the 1800s, who started 

the feminist movement, who started the abolitionist movement because of a deep, deep 

prayer life. Faith is essential in generating a hunger for social justice.��Now, there is one 

more thing that I need to say. This will involve us in politics. There is no question about 
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that. I mean we’re going to have to start asking questions. Is it right? Is it just that there 

are huge tax breaks for the rich while the poor get neglected? Is that right? In order to 

finance this tax benefit we ended 50,000 programs for inner-city kids who are getting 

tutoring after school. To finance what, a bunch of rich people? I don’t think that’s the 

justice of God. I don’t think that’s what Jesus is all about. I go to Scripture and I find a 

Christ who calls upon us to concern ourselves with the poor. You say, what do you want 

me to do? Give away my money to the poor? Good idea! Jesus suggested we do exactly 

that. He says if you have this world’s goods—check it out, John 3:17 and 18—if you have 

this world’s goods, you see brothers and sisters who are in need, you keep what you have 

while they suffer. How can you say I have the love of God in my heart? Good question. 

To be Christian and rich means that you have to use your wealth to help the poor, to help 

the oppressed, to help the needy. ��We have to begin to ask questions about our system 

of justice. You know there is one kind of justice for rich people and another kind of justice 

for poor people in this country. Not right. If Jesus Christ is in you, you’ll be outraged over 

that inequity. You will be angry over that inequity. And the national budget. Do you know 

that of the twenty-two industrialized nations of the world, the United States is next to last 

in the proportion of the national budget that we set aside for poor people in the world? We 

give away less than two tenths of one percent. That’s not even one percent! To put it in 

perspective, for every dollar we Americans give to our national budget to help the poor of 

the world, the people of Norway give seventy. We’re six percent of the world’s 

population. We consume forty-three percent of the world’s resources and we give away 

less than two tenths of one percent of our national budget to help the poor of the world. 

That’s not justice. I believe in a loving God but I believe in a God who can get very, very 

angry when justice does not flow down from the hills and overpower us like beautiful 

water. Tony Campolo 2005 Sunday Evening Club 


